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ABSTRACT 
With numerous of genomes sequenced, gene prediction has become a challenging problem in bioinformatics. Gene prediction 
helps in identifying physical and mental features of different organisms. A large number of gene prediction tools have been 
developed in the past two decades. External information plays an important role in gene prediction. With the help of   this 
information approximately more than half of genes can be predicted. Moreover it helps in improving the accuracy of ab-initio 
gene prediction methods. In this paper, a method for predicting boundary exons using external information is proposed. The 
proposed method uses grammatical rules to utilize the external evidences obtained from multiple alignment of cDNA, EST and 
Protein sequences.The experimental results show that the application of this new approach helps in the prediction of  boundary 
exons. The method predicted most of the exons along with boundary exons. 
Keywords:- Boundary exon finder, bioinformatics, DNA 

1.INTRODUCTION 
Since the end of the Human Genome Project in 2003, a human DNA sequence has been determined to nearly 100%. 
Nowadays, we have also many sequences from different organisms. These sequences are very long strings over the 
alphabet {A; C; T; G} and to use them effectively in research, further analysis is required to and parts of the sequence 
called genes which are of major importance. Genes are protein coding parts of a sequence, but they are not very easy to 
distinguish from surrounding non coding sequence. Due to a vast size of DNA sequences, there is a need for an 
automated solution of this problem, since a manual gene finding would be very time consuming. Many gene finding 
programs have arisen to cope with this task using only genomic sequences; such an approach is called ab-initio  from 
the beginning. Soon, they were expanded with the use of external information, and the gene prediction accuracy took a 
huge step forward. The external information gained from a variety of sources is typically in a preprocessing stage cut to 
simple intervals (or points), because gene finders cannot process more complex types of external information. In this 
paper, we propose a method able to predict boundary exons using external information . The method is based on the 
same principle as existing gene finders, but it uses a different approach in the processing of the external information. In 
particular, we first devised a solution to simple problem of finding hints. These hints are further processed based on 
gene structure prediction rules to generate the indices of predicted exons. Additionally, we experimentally evaluate the 
contribution of complex hints compared to simple interval hints and point wise hints. We built a simple gene finder 
based on our algorithm, and created several hint sets based on both real and artificial data. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows. In section 2 the proposed method is described. After this in 3 section the results are discussed. 
Finally the conclusion of the work is provided. 

2.PROPOSED METHOD 
The implementation of proposed methodology runs in different modules. Each module is of equal importance. The 
modules are interdependent i.e. the result of one modules goes as input for the processing of next module. The three 
modules of Bondary exon detection model are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Modules of Bondary Exon model 

These modules are discussed below: 
2.1 PRE-PROCESSING MODULE 
In this module the initial processing take place with the help of following functions: 
executeuserinterface ( ): This is the main function of implementation module. This function is used to take input from 
user. The user will provide DNA,cDNA ,EST and Protein sequences through graphical user interface in fasta format. 
The input is then read into different variables. 
prowrite (): The input received from the executeuserinterface() is in nucleotide format. But the protein sequence is in 
amino acid format. To convert this amino acid sequence into nucleotide prowrite() is used. In this mat lab inbuilt aa2nt 
is used. It also writes the converted sequence into a file. 
multiseqinput( ):This function takes as input the Dna ,cDNA,Est and converted Protein sequence. It writes all these 
sequences into a file which is further given as input to mutialign(). 
multialign( ):This is mat lab function .It is used to align multiple sequences either in nucleotide format or in amino 
acid format. Here sequences are aligned in nucleotide format. 
multialignwrite( ):This function is used to write the alignment obtained from multialign function to a file. 
2.2 HINT GENERATION MODULE 
This module includes the following function: 
arraymodified( ): This function process the multiple alignment file .It step by step processes the alignment. It first 
processes the Dna and cDna alignment and then generates a matrix, which is known as cDNA Hint matrix. Similarly it 
processes the EST and Protein alignment and then generates the EST and protein hint matrices. These matrices are 
further refined based on rules. 
2.3 GRAMMATICAL RULES MODULE 
This module has following function: 
finalresult ( ): This function takes as input the hint matrices generated by the previous module. It further apply the 
splicing and gene structure prediction rules to get the final output which consists of predicted exons. 

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1   Dataset 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system a dataset of 18 sequences is prepared. The Dataset contain 
individual files for DNA ,cDNA ,EST and Protein sequences. To prepare the dataset first the Human DNA sequences 
are collected from the NCBI website. Only those sequences that contains boundary exons are selected for this purpose. 
After this Blastn is used to collect the cDNA and EST sequences with specific database selection that is nucleotide 
database is selected in case of cDNA and EST database is selected is selected in case of EST. Blastx is used to collect 
the protein sequences with the selection of amino acid database.  
3.2Results 
An interactive user friendly interface is created, so that it can be easily used by any one. It performs all the functioning 
by clicking on the buttons. The GUI is named as  Boundary Exon Finder: Boundary Exon Detection Tool for human 
DNA sequences. This GUI has been designed for testing of proposed method. This front end allows the user to enter the 
DNA, cDNA, EST and Protein sequences and gives the indices of boundary exons as output. It gives us the Start and 
End indexes of the boundary exons . To test the performance of the proposed method a set of Dna , cDNA,EST  and 
Protein sequences is given as input to the system. The system will processes the input sequences and then generates the 
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resultant matrix, which consists of start and end indices of predicted exons. The indexes produced are then analyzed  to 
see the accuracy of the proposed system. For this purpose the actual annotation of the gene is compared with the results 
produced. It results in true positives and false positives. As the focus of this work is to predict the boundary exons , In 
most of the cases it correctly predicts the initial exons. The accuracy of predicting terminal exons is not as good as of 
initial exons. Figure 2 shows the main window of GUI. Initially Four text boxes are cleared. The user can submit the 
sequence in by pasting the sequence in the text box. 
 

 
Figure 2 BoundaryExonFinder Main window 

Figure 2 shows the main window of GUI. Initially Four text boxes are cleared. The user can submit the sequence in by 
pasting the sequence in the text box.After pasting the sequences into corresponding textboxes click on Submit button. 

Discussion 
After pasting the sequences into corresponding textboxes click on Submit button.When the user clicks the Submit 
button the grammatical rules will be applied to the input sequences and find the resultant data. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 BoundaryExonFinder Alert window 
Figure 3 shows the alert window of GUI.This window is basically used for validation purpose.If any user clicks on 
submit button without fill the required data in the textboxes then the alert message will be display on the screen. This is 
very important screen because it validates the user for required data. Without the input of this data it would not be 
possible for this tool to work. 
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Figure 3 BoundaryExonFinder Output window 

Figure 3 shows the output window of GUI. This screen displays the boundary exon indexes of the DNA. When user 
enters the required strings in the textboxes and click on Submit button then according to the grammatical rules and the 
logics applied to the input sequences. The result will finally displayed in this screen. 

4.CONCLUSION 
In this paper, an external based boundary exon prediction method is proposed. The method uses EST,cDNA and 
Protein homologous of the DNA sequence. These sequences are then aligned to generate the hints. The grammar is 
then applied to these hints to produce the indexes of the predicted exons. The homologous sequences are searched using 
the blast tool. For this purpose blastn and blastx are used. From the output produced by blast tool only topmost 
sequences are selected. From the implementation of proposed method it is seen that blast is an efficient tool for 
searching homologous sequences. Among all theses homologous sequences cDNA and protein plays significant role in 
boundary exon prediction. The proposed method is a novel attempt in the direction of predicting boundary exons. 
FUTURE SCOPE 
This thesis is only a start of what can be done with external information for predicting boundary exons. The following 
list mentions some ideas that can be further examined. 
 Forward and backward scanning rules further can be applied to improve the prediction results. 
 The method can be combined with other signal prediction methods to enhance its accuracy. 
 Different hint generation approaches can be tried to improve the results.  
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